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There isn’t any building and grounds committee report for next business meeting; not much is 
happening and we haven’t “met”.  I don’t know of anything needing Meeting’s approval either.  

Kathie Garner intends to get the building rain gutters cleaned out sometime in the next few 
weeks; they’ll probably need it again about year-end after all the leaves have come down, but 
now there are lots of needles, etc.  

In past years I’ve turned on the pilot lights to the two gas logs about this time of year.  I haven’t 
decided to do that this year; it is more energy efficient to just leave the fireplace dampers closed.  
Nobody uses the basement now, so they don’t need the heat there anyhow.  Maybe in December 
or January I’ll get them lit … or not.  

For those who haven’t been at the building recently: the lawn mowers are doing a good job 
keeping grass mowed and shrubs trimmed.  I pick up trash weekly - there’s always an empty 
beverage can or some other trash, plus a few fallen sticks, etc.  The inside of the building, of 
course, is tidy since there isn’t any use except for us coming twice a week.  Yesterday I cleaned 
out the outside stairwell leading to the kitchen; leaves block the drain, and the mowers aren’t 
cleaning it out (they should / they do a good job cleaning the stairwell leading to the basement 
big room.)  The library ceiling needs attention; the paint is peeling where the water leak damaged 
it two years ago.  

Thanks to Tom Kennedy, we have a large screen TV for seeing who is Zooming in.  This is set 
up in a very “temporary” way, and sooner or later we should consider making it more 
permanent.  I’m not sure this is Building and Grounds committee’s task, but the Meeting should 
address it at some point.  Also, there is a large poster circle on the wall from a couple years ago 
that isn’t being used.  I don’t recall who put it up and is responsible for it - seems like it was 
Peace and Social Justice committee’s project.  I’d like Meeting to find a way to either make it 
more permanent or remove it, but …. it isn’t B&G committee’s direct responsibility.   clerk 
Linda, what do you think?

I don’t know of anything we should do to prepare for winter or for the road construction work.  
We expect tree and root pruning in our front yard in December, and possible construction work 
to begin in early 2021.  Pat and Andy might be moving a few things prior to that, and we’ve 
notified the Meeting a couple times that the azaleas will all be torn out, so anyone who wants to 
keep them should make plans soon.  I’m sure this will be interesting to see!  Since we aren’t 
using the building as much as in past times, the need for access and parking has temporarily 
diminished, and the School will be sure to manage it for themselves.

The “Joint School / Meeting Property Task Force” continues to oversee a few issues that we on 
Building and Grounds should stay aware of.  As Lewis White noted last month, the Meeting is 
signing an agreement for additional easement for the gas pipeline.  
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There is an on-going concern about the “rental” agreement for us “renting” all the Meeting’s 
property behind the Meeting Building to the School.  This agreement, created long ago, has 
become obsolete and is in process (very slow process) of being renewed.  I recall that Hank 
Ghittino is leading this, but … not sure if that is correct.  
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